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Abstract. In the past years, knowledge graphs have proven to be ben-
eficial for recommender systems, efficiently addressing paramount issues
such as new items and data sparsity. At the same time, several works have
recently tackled the problem of knowledge graph completion through ma-
chine learning algorithms able to learn knowledge graph embeddings. In
this paper, we show that the item recommendation problem can be seen
as a specific case of knowledge graph completion problem, where the
“feedback” property, which connects users to items that they like, has to
be predicted. We empirically compare a set of state-of-the-art knowledge
graph embeddings algorithms on the task of item recommendation on
the Movielens 1M dataset. The results show that knowledge graph em-
beddings models outperform traditional collaborative filtering baselines
and that TransH obtains the best performance.
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1 Introduction

Recommender systems are traditionally divided in two families: content-based
and collaborative filtering algorithms. Content-based algorithms recommend
items similar to the set of items that a user has liked in the past, considering
the item content, i.e. its metadata. On the other hand, collaborative filtering al-
gorithms look for users that are similar in terms of item preferences and suggest
to a user items that similar users have liked. Recently, a great deal of attention
has been given to hybrid systems, which combine content-based filtering and
collaborative filtering [1]. Knowledge graphs provide an ideal data structure for
such systems, as a consequence of their ability of encompassing heterogeneous
information, such as user-item interactions and items’ relation with other
entities, at the same time. Recommender systems leveraging knowledge graphs
have shown to be competitive with state-of-the-art collaborative filtering and
to efficiently address issues such as new items and data sparsity [18,11,4,12,13].
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In this paper, we show that, when modelling users and items as entities
of a knowledge graph, the item recommendation problem can be seen as a
specific case of knowledge graph completion problem, where the “feedback”
property has to be predicted. Thus, we compare a set of state-of-the-art
knowledge graph completion algorithms based on knowledge graph embeddings
(TransE [3], TransH [17], TransR [10]) on the problem of item recommendation.
The evaluation on the Movielens 1M dataset shows that: 1) knowledge graph
embeddings methods outperform two standard collaborative filtering baselines
and the “Most Popular” baseline 2) more flexible models such as TransH and
TransR achieve better results with respect to the TransE model.

2 Related Work

Knowledge Graph Embeddings Feature learning from networks is a funda-
mental step in node and edge classification. Recently, a few models have adapted
neural language models (Word2vec) to networks, resulting in very effective
feature learning processe, which tend to work better than other dimensionality
reduction techniques based on matrix factorization [6]. In Deep Walk [14], the
authors learn node representations by simulating random walks on a graph,
generating sequences that are successively processed by a neural language
model. In [6], the authors propose node2vec, an improvement over Deep Walk,
as it adopts a more flexible and sophisticated random walk exploration strategy.
Since node2vec is used in this work, more details will be provided in Sec. ??.
Recommendations using knowledge graphs: in the past years, several
works have shown the effectiveness of external knowledge resources to enhance
the performance of recommender systems. In [18,?] the authors start from a
graph-based data model encompassing both user feedback and item relations
to generate personalized entity recommendations. In [11,?] the authors adopt
a hybrid graph-based data model utilizing Linked Open Data to extract
metapath-based feature that are fed into a learning to rank framework. In [15]
the authors propose a content-based recommender system that automatically
learns item representations using a feature learning algorithm on a knowledge
graph and show the effectiveness of the learned representations in an Item-based
K-Nearest Neighbor method.
Feature learning from networks: feature learning from networks is a
fundamental step in node and edge classification. Recently, some models
have adapted neural language models to networks, resulting in very effective
feature learning processes. In general, it has been shown that these methods
tend to work better than other dimensionality reduction techniques based on
matrix factorization approaches [6]. In Deep Walk [14], the authors learn node
representations by simulating random walks on a graph, generating sequences
that are successively processed by a neural language model. In [6], the authors
propose node2vec, an improvement over Deep Walk, as it adopts a more flexible
and sophisticated random walk exploration strategy.
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3 Approach

In this paper, we show that the problem of item recommendation can be
interpreted as a knowledge graph completion problem (Fig. 1).

3.1 Knowledge Graph

We use the definition of knowledge graph given in [13]. A knowledge graph is
defined as a set K = (E,R,O) where E is the set of entities, R ⊂ ExΓxE is a
set of typed relations among entities, and O is an ontology, which defines the set
of relation types (‘properties’) Γ . Entities include users u ∈ U ⊂ E and items
i ∈ I ⊂ E \ U . An observed positive feedback between a user and an item4 is
described by a special property, which we name ‘feedback’. In this work, the
ontology O is represented by the DBpedia ontology [2].

3.2 Item Recommendation

The problem of item recommendation is that of ranking a set of N candidate
items Icandidates ⊂ I according to what a user may like. More formally, the
problem consists in defining a ranking function ρ(u, i) that assigns a score to
any user-item pair (u, i) ∈ UxIcandidates and then sorting the items according to
ρ(u, i):

L(u) = {i1, i2, ..., iN} (1)

where ρ(u, i) > ρ(u, i+ 1) for any i = 1..N − 1.

3.3 Translational Models

In order to predict missing relations in a knowledge graph, most algorithms rely
on feature learning approaches that are able to map entities and relations into a
vector space, generating knowledge graph embeddings. In this work, we compare
the following models (known as “translational models”):

– TransE [3]: learns representations of entities and relations so that h+ l ≈ t
where (h, l, t) ∈ R is a triple. The score function for a triple is thus f(h, l, t) =
d(h+ l, t) where d is the Euclidean distance.

– TransH [17]: first extension of TransE, enables entities to have different
representations when involved in different relations by projecting entities on
a hyperplane identified by the normal vector wl. The score function becomes:
f(h, l, t) = d(h⊥ + l, t⊥), where h⊥ = h− wT

l hwl and t⊥ = t− wT
l twl.

– TransR [10]: enables entities and relations to be embedded in vector space
with different dimensions through a projection matrix Ml associated to any
relation l. The score function is: f(h, l, t) = d(hl + l, tl) where hl = hMl and
tl = tMl.

4 Movie ratings are given by users on a 1-5 scale, we assume r ≥ 4 to be a positive
rating.
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The core idea of using knowledge graph embeddings for item recommendation
is that of using the negative score assigned to a triple f(u, feedback, i) as the
ranking function ρ(u, i) (Fig. 2). Thus, the approach can be summarized as:

– Data splitting: define the set of users’ feedback X as a set of triples
(u, feedback, i). We split the set of triples X into a Xtrain and Xtest so
that X = Xtrain

⋃
Xtest.

– Training: learn the knowledge graph embeddings from K, which includes
all the triples in Xtrain, obtaining vector representations of each e ∈ E and
r ∈ R (including the ‘feedback’ property)

– Testing: for every u ∈ U , sort every i ∈ Icandidates according to the score
ρ(u, i) = −f(u, feedback, i)

dbr:Kill_Bill_Vol.2

dbr:Samuel_Jackson

dbr:Jackie_Brown

u2

u1

dbr:Quentin_Tarantino

dbr:Taxi_Driver

feedback

feedback
feedback

dbo:starring

dbo:starring

dbo:director

?

Fig. 1: Recommending items as a knowledge graph completion problem

4 Experimental setup

Knowledge graph construction: the dataset used for the comparison of the
knowledge graph embeddings methods is MovieLens 1M5. MovieLens 1M [7] is
a well known dataset for the evaluation of recommender systems and it contains
1,000,209 anonymous ratings of approximately 3,900 movies made by 6,040
MovieLens users. MovieLens 1M items have been mapped to the corresponding
DBpedia entities [12] and we leverage these publicly available mappings to
create the knowledge graph K using DBpedia data. Since not every item in
the Movielens data has a corresponding DBpedia entity, after this mapping we
have 948978 ratings, from 6040 users on 3226 items. We split the data into a
training Xtrain, validation Xval and test set Xtest, containing, per each user,
respectively 70%, 10% and 20% of the ratings. In order to select the most

5 https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/1m/

https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/1m/
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Fig. 2: The ranking function for item recommendation is - f(u, feedback, item),
i.e. sorts the items in ascending order according to the distance in vector space.

relevant properties for the knowledge graph construction, we count what are the
most frequent properties used in DBpedia to describe the items in the Movie-
lens1M dataset and we sort them according to their frequency. We select the
first K properties so that the frequency of the K+1 property is less that 50% of
the previous one, obtaining: [“dbo:director”, “dbo:starring”, “dbo:distributor”,
“dbo:writer”,“dbo:musicComposer”, “dbo:producer”, “dbo:cinematography”,
“dbo:editing”]. We also add “dct:subject” to the set of properties, as it provides
an extremely rich categorization of items. For each of these item property p, we
include in K all the triples (i, p, e) where i ∈ I and e ∈ E, e.g. (dbr:Pulp Fiction,
dbo:director, dbr:Quentin Tarantino). We finally add the ‘feedback’ property,
modeling all movie ratings that are r ≥ 4 in Xtrain as triples (u, feedback, i).
Evaluation: we use the evaluation protocol known as AllUnratedItems [16],
i.e. for each user we select as possible candidate items all the items either
in the training or in the test set that he or she has not rated before in the
training set. Items that are not appearing in test set are considered as negative
examples, which is a pessimistic assumption, as users may actually like items
that they have not seen yet. Scores are thus to be considered as a worst-case
estimate of the real recommendation quality that would derive from an online
recommendation scenario. We measure standard information retrieval metrics
such as P@5, P@10, Mean Average Precision (MAP), R@5, R@10, NDCG
(Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain), MRR (Mean Reciprocal Rank).
As baselines, we use state-of-the-art collaborative filtering algorithms based on
Singular Value Decomposition [9], ItemKNN with baselines [8] and the Most
Popular Items recommendation strategy, which simply ranks items based on
their popularity (i.e. number of positive ratings). All the baselines have been
trained on the user ratings contained in Xtrain in the original matrix format
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and tested on Xtest. The baselines are implemented using the surprise python
library6. The implementation of the translational based embeddings7 and the
script used to compare them8 are publicly available on Github. All compared
algorithms have been used with their default hyper parameters, as reported in
their referenced implementations.

5 Results

The results of the evaluation on the Movielens 1M are reported in Tab. 1. The
results show that all knowledge graph embeddings algorithms significantly out-
perform traditional collaborative filtering baselines such as SVD and ItemKNN.
At the same time, we observe that the MostPop baseline, although trivial, is
able to achieve very good results, outperforming the TransE method. Note that
the MostPop is known to be quite effective on MovieLens due to the power-law
distribution of user feedback data, i.e. to the fact that most user ratings tend
to be concentrated on few very popular items [5]. On the other hand, the rela-
tively low performance of TransE can be ascribed to the fact that the ‘feedback’
property is a N-to-N property (a user typically likes N items and an item is
liked by N users), which is the typical case where TransE fails to generate good
predictions [10,17]. More flexible models such as TransH and TransR are able
to effectively model N-to-N properties by allowing entities to have multiple rep-
resentations and achieve better results in item recommendation. However, the
additional flexibility introduced by TransR with respect to TransH in allowing
entities and relations to be embedded in different vector spaces does not pay off,
but rather leads to a slighty worse performance.

System P@5 P@10 MAP R@5 R@10 NDCG MRR

TransH 0.196457 0.170331 0.134170 0.076639 0.128227 0.461370 0.396380

TransR 0.190497 0.165033 0.127401 0.073169 0.121329 0.453900 0.384536

MostPop 0.144603 0.129156 0.092103 0.049231 0.084936 0.406294 0.307453

TransE 0.116656 0.098245 0.071185 0.038067 0.063339 0.379548 0.261642

SVD 0.067815 0.062401 0.042671 0.020201 0.037233 0.328776 0.164112

ItemKNN 0.057483 0.053626 0.040933 0.018734 0.031996 0.324887 0.143604

Random 0.006854 0.006573 0.008482 0.001603 0.003093 0.246370 0.030400

Table 1: Comparison of knowledge graph embeddings and collaborative filtering
algorithms sorted by NDCG

6 http://surprise.readthedocs.io/en/v1.0.2/matrix_factorization.html
7 https://github.com/thunlp/KB2E
8 https://github.com/D2KLab/entity2rec/blob/dev/entity2rec/trans_

recommender.py

http://surprise.readthedocs.io/en/v1.0.2/matrix_factorization.html
https://github.com/thunlp/KB2E
https://github.com/D2KLab/entity2rec/blob/dev/entity2rec/trans_recommender.py
https://github.com/D2KLab/entity2rec/blob/dev/entity2rec/trans_recommender.py
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6 Conclusions

In this work, we have reported an empirical comparison of knowledge graph em-
beddings algorithms for item recommendation. First, we have shown that the
item recommendation can be interpreted as a knowledge graph completion prob-
lem, where a special property called ‘feedback’, modeling users preferences for
items, has to be predicted. Secondly, we have described how to use the pre-
dicted score for the ‘feedback’ property as a ranking function for items. Finally,
we have evaluated a set of state-of-the-art knowledge graph embeddings algo-
rithms on the well known Movielens 1M dataset, comparing them and observing
that: 1) knowledge graph embeddings algorithms outperform traditional collab-
orative filtering algorithms for item recommendation 2) flexible models such as
TransH and TransR provide better performance with respect to TransE, as a
consequence of their ability of modelling N-to-N relations. In a future work, we
plan to extend this evaluation to other datasets, to include other existing rec-
ommender systems based on knowledge graphs and to take into account specific
collaborative filtering issues such as new items and data sparsity.
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